CHAPTER I
PREPARATIONS I N EGYPT-THE

D E S E R T LINE

THEyear 1916 opened with the Allies intent upon delivering,
in spring or summer, an overwhelming concerted blow against
Germany, but with the British Government strongly apprehensive of a Turco-German onslaught upon Egypt. When,
in the previous October, Germany had succeeded in opening
railway comnicnication with Constantinople, this oftenpredicted stroke began to be gleefully anticipated by the
German press; and, when the British Government decided to
withdraw its army from Gallipoli, the defence of Egypt
became at once-at least in the opinion of Lord Kitchenerthe most pressing matter. His proposal to defend Egypt
by striking at Ayas Bay’ had been rejected. Pressure through
Salonica he, like all British military authorities and most
members of the Cabinet, held to be quite impracticable without
a huge expeditionary force, which would have to contend
with the overwhelming difficulties of the lines of communication in that area. “ Meanwhile,’’ he wrote:
the German-announced plans for raising the East against us will
proceed without opposition, culminating in the spring.
“ With the East then in a blaze,” he added, the projected
offensive of the Allies would be greatly weakened; and if,
without having improved their position, they had to endure
the war throughout the following winter, he feared that some
of them might be unable to stand the strain, and that thus
the war would he lost.
His own proposal for the defence of Egypt having been
rejected, he most unwillingly fell back on that supported by
the General Staff in Londonz-that Egypt should be defended
on the line of the Suez Canal. The outlines of a definite
scheme were laid down after discussion between himself,
Admiral de Robe&, Generals Maxwell, Monro, and Birdwood,

’Near Alexandretta. SEC VOl 11, P. 792.
793 This proposal was originally drafted by Maj.-Gen. Sir c.
r,dl 11
E. ~ ~ l l , , , ~fo;
l i slr Archibald Murray. then Chief of the ImPerjal General Staff
(callwell, Erpertcnrcs of (I Dwgowt. 1914-1918, P. 79).
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and the High Commissioner in Egypt, Sir Henry M’Mahon,
and they were telegraphed to the British Government on
This scheme involved the conNovember 21st or 22nd.
struction of a main-line of defence 12,000 yards on the eastern
side of the Canal, and eighty-seven miles in length. It was
decided that, in order to garrison this line and also to protect
the western border-then
strongly threatened by the Arabs
of the Sahara-there
would be required not only all the
troops withdrawn from Gallipoli (who in any case would
have to spend some months in Egypt or elsewhere for rest
and reorganisation) ,I but also two divisions of Indian cavalry
from France, additional forces of infantry and field artillery,
numbers of heavy guns, and at least fifteen more companies
of engineers. Furthermore, new railways, water-pipes, tugs,
and barges would be required.
Rejecting a pointed suggestion from the Government that
he himself should stay in Egypt and supervise the work,
Kitchener sent out an artillery expert, Major-General Horne,’
who, besides his recent experience of the Western Front,
possessed full knowledge of Kitchener’s views and was to
assist Maxwell in drawing up the Canal defence scheme.
Horne sailed forthwith to Egypt, where with LieutenantColonel Grant,” Maxwell’s Chief Engineer, he selected the line
in the desert east of the Canal. At this time most of the
slender force, mainly Indian troops, which had been holding
the canal-bank when the Australian contingent first reached
Egypt, was still in the same position, but was about to be
reinforced by the newly-raised 8th Infantry Brigade, then
arriving from Australia. A survey of the new line out in
the desert was at once begun by several British engineer
companies, which, during December and early January, were
joined by three arriving from Australia for the 2nd Division.
A few isolated positions, ten miles apart, on the new line were
forthwith occupied by small bodies of infantry, one of them,
See Sir Charles Monro’s opinions, quoted in vel. 11, fi. 785,
Lord Hornen G.C.B., K.C M.G. Officer of British Regular Army; corn.
manded xv Army Corps, 1916; First Army, 1916/19; of Stirk&,
Calthness,
Scotland; b. Stirkoke, 19 Feb., 1861. Died 14 Aug.,
~
corps,
~
Maj.-Gen. Sir p. C. Grant, K.C B C.M.G., RE., Chief ~
19*6* Fifth A m y , I917/19; b. I O
1869.
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at Gebel Habeita, eight miles from Serapeum, being formed
on December 19th by a company of the new 31st Australian
Battalion under Major Hock1ey.B The position of these
solitary posts in the desert, completely beyond touch except
for a telephone wire and the daily visit of a patrol of Indian
lancers, was a somewhat anxious one.
Upon the evacuation of Suvla and Anzac' the Australian
and New Zealand Army Corps was almost immediately
transferred from Lemnos to Egypt, the Commander-in-Chief,
Sir Charles Monro, informing the War Office of his reasons
for doing so, namely :
The climate of Mudros was unsuitable for them:
Egypt was the only place where they could be properly refitted, rested, and reorganised :
(3) They were 14,000 short of establishment, and reinforcements
including that number were now waiting for them in Egypt.
(I)

(2)

For their concentration a new site was chosen, thirty
miles due west of the central reach of the Canal and a few
miles'east of the eastern edge of the fan-shaped lowlands of
the Nile delta. It was here, at Tel el Kebir, on the edge o f
the desert at the eastern
entrance to Egypt, that
M E DlTtRRANCAN
SLA
Arabi Pasha, lender of the
Egyptian revolt in 1882, had
met and been routed by
the British force landed by
Lord Wolseley. South of
the old battlefield the
railway and the sweetwater canal-excavated in
order to bring Nile water
__ CP
to the de Lesseps works
on the Suez Canal-ran
North of them could
across the desert direct to Ismailia.
still be seen Arabi Pasha's old trenches and breastwork,
stretching for three miles across country.
The desert in
this area was gently undulating, with a hard surface very
different from that around Mena, and therefore specially
hlaj. (tempy Lieut -Col.) R. R. Hockley, D.S.O.; and Pioneer Bn. Foundry
manager; of Maryborough, Q'land; b. I Fcb., 1878. Died of wounds, ao Sept., 1917.
'On 1 9 and ao Dec., rgrs.
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suitable for the encampment and training of troops. The
position-thirty
miles in rear of the centre of the Canal
defence system-was also
highly convenient for the
encampment of a large
reserve. It was, no doubt,
also considered that the
distance of Tel el Kebir
from Cairo-about seventy
miles by railway-would
to a large extent secure
that city from any possible
indiscipline on the part of the Anzac troops, while also
shielding those troops from the known dangers of Cairo.*
The main object, however, was strategical.
Kitchcncr
realised throughout that the huge garrison which he was
sending to Egypt would be required there only during what
he considered to be the critical period-that
during which
a vast armed invasion of Egypt was possible.
This was
limited to the short spring season of Sinai; by March the
scorching up of the winter waters should render Egypt safe
from anything worse than a powerful raid. It followed that
the great British force then accumulating, as the divisions
from the Dardanelles streamed into Egypt, would in a fcw
months form a reservoir from which the Empire might draw
troops for any other front.
Its daily arriving fragments
were, however, at present in no condition to dovetail, as
formed divisions or army corps, into the armies of the Western
or other front. None of these divisions had been organised
with the full quota of artillery for a division on the Western
Front. In the 1st Australian and N.Z. & A. Divisions sc)ni~
of the guns which they had possessed, as well as water-carts
and other vehicles, had been retained for use in the last stage
of the Evacuationa and had been intentionally sacrificed.
'The Transmission to Australia of Gen. Legge's strongly adverse report (of
June 1 8 ) on Cairo as a trainmg centre, though much resented by Maxwell (Yo1
I I , fi 4 2 3 ) . had caused the Australian Government to urge, on June z z , a re.
moval of the camps. Although, after being referred to Maxwell, this was not
further pressed. It was doubtless taken as still expressing the wish of the Commonwealth Government.
' S e e V o l . I I . fip. 603, 903
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The troops themselves were in some cases seriously worn out
and required rest and rebuilding.1°
When, in the closing week of 1915, the first portions of
A.I.F. units, scattered after the Evacuation, began to reach
Tel el Kebir, they found camped, on the desert beside the
railway, the transport sections from which they had been
parted since the beginning of the campaign, but which now,
with horses and harness lavishly cared for by the drivers,
were awaiting the return of their mates. The troops from
Anzac found also that into the camps around Cairo there
had of late been pouring another stream of Australians and
New Zealanders, reinforcements fresh from Australasia, who
were still arriving in large numbers.
The source of the
influx, which proved to be the main factor determining the
subsequent growth of the forces of both Dominions, must
here be briefly explained.
Eight months previously, the first news that the Australian
and New Zealand contingents had been thrown into the
fighting at the Dardanelles had an immediate influence upon
recruiting. Almost the first intimation of that event was a
casualty list which came through on May 3rd, followed
almost daily, meek after week. by further lists of killed,
wounded, and missing. In Australia at that time no special
recruiting campaign had been organised.
Volunteers from
the country still had to make their way to the capital cities
for enrolment, the Defence Department merely accepting
those who offered.
The only important encouragement to
enlist was the news from the front, and especially from the
Dardanelles, news which in this hemisphere was then, and
during most of the Gallipoli campaign, extraordinarily
inaccurate and disconnected, wild rumours from Cairo and
Athens largely filling the gap due to the scarcity of authentic
and connected narratives. But both the first list of May 3rd
and also Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett’s magnificent report of the
Landing published on May 8th were followed by an increased
stream of enlistment, which was maintained for several weeks.
At this time Australia had already offered to the British
u, On the recommendation of the Director o f hfedical Services all Gallipdi
troops were to receive daily, as a temporary measure, a quarter of a pound of
bread and of meat in addition to the authorised ration.
2A
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Government the three infantry brigades which eventually
formed in Egypt the 2nd Australian Division, and-except for
tile Siege Artillery Brigade and the Naval Bridging Train“
-the only contingents to be further supplied were the units
already oversea. As those units increased, the reinforcement
drafts grew, and a t that stage they amounted to 3,277 (nearly
the strength of an infantry brigade) each month.
Early in June the more well-informed and eager elements
of the Australian people began to be dissatisfied with the
rate of recruiting. I t was not that it showed serious decrease,
though this was alleged.
But, first, the Australians at the
front were in action ; second, the policy, which unfortunately
had been adopted in British as well as foreign conrinuniqitis,
of exaggerating successes and minimising reverses was no
longer producing universal optimism. The general confidcnce
that the British and French forces and the “ Russian steamroller” would secure an early victory was being roughly
shocked.
The attempt to force the Dardanelles, launched
with such a fanfare of somewhat bombastic publicity, was
obviously held u p ; the colossal struggle in France and
Belgium was apparently at a deadlock; the only movement
was in Russia, where the “roller” had ceased to move
forward and the mighty counter-advance of the Germans was
just beginning. A fair proportion of Australians was for
the first time beginning to realise the gigantic nature of the
task ahead, and to recognise-with something of a shockthat, unless each man put his own shoulder to it, that task
might never be accomplished.
Consequently, although the
provision of Australia’s monthly draft did not yet call for
very large numbers, and even those could hardly be supplied
with rifles by the Small Arms Factory at Lithgow, there was
heard for the first time a certain amount of bitter talk about
“shirkers.”
Both press and public also began to point to
the want of an active organisation for the encouragement of
recruiting.I2 Towards the end of June recruiting meetings
* ’ S e e Vols. 11 ( p f Z f ) and I X (pp. 389-105, 574.6, 6 1 0 - 2 ) .
Recruiting was still left by the Government entirely in the hands of the Defence
Department, which made certain attempts to stimulate it.
Senator Pearce thr
Minister fcr Lkfence. who at this time was bearing a very heavy share o i the
work of organisation for war appealed for a renewed effort, the minimum helght.
limits for recruits being abou; th.e same time lowered by an inch, and in June by
another inch that is to j ft. 2 in. The origmal limits-height,
j f t 6 in , chest,
34 in.: age,’19-38-bad been altered ip Febrqary 191s to 5 ft. 4 in., 33 i n , and
1 6 4 5 respectiydy.
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were spasmodically organised in Sydney and elsewhere by
other than government authority, though without greatly
affecting the inflow.
Such was the position when the
Australian Government, in reply to an inquiry of its own
asking “ if as many nien as can be raised will be accepted’’
(even without rifles), received on June 18th a cablegram
from the British Government containing the message :
“Every available man that can be recruited in Australia is
wanted.”
This was announced by Senator Pearce at a
meeting in Melbourne on June 22nd. H e frankly stated his
own opinion that things were not going well on any of the
fronts, and asked: “ H a v e we done all we can do?”
There followed a period of energetic action, in which the
Government was prompted and encouraged by all parties,
and not least keenly by some of the Labour members. In
Victoria, where recruiting was especially backward, a
The Federal Government
campaign was at once planned.
decided to offer the infantry of an additional division13 or its
equivalent-a new brigade together with double drafts of
reinforcements (that is to say, 10,526 instead of 5,263)’‘
for each of the months of October and November. True to
the War Office policy at this stage, the British Government
accepted the increased reinforcements and also one new
brigade. The Federal Government further decided to estimate
systen~aticallythe effort of which Australia was capable. In
order to discover the number of men eligible for service,
there was introduced on July 15th a bill for the immediate
taking of a “ war census.”
It was during these days that the recruiting campaign
launched by the State Parliamentary Cotnmittee of Victoria
swept like a fire through that state. “ T h e war is not going
well,” said the appeal issued under the signatures of Donald
Mackinnon (Liberal Attorney-General and Minister for
Railways), Francis Grenville Clarke (Liberal member of the
Three infantry brigades with brigade transport. field ambulances and a
divisional signal company. The artillery, engineers, and headquarters of
division
were not offered. apparently because there would have been a difficulty in
immediately siipplying them or training them
All except the last-named were,
however shortly afterwards raised in Australia for the 2nd Division formmg at
the end ’of July in Egypt.
1‘The rnontlily quota had been increased since May in consequencr of the
sailing of the brigades of the and Division. Before the double reinforcements now
offered were despatched, the quota had been still further increased. and the number
actually sent was not 10,526 hut z1,a79.
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Legislative Council), and John William Billson (Labour
member of the Legislative Assembly). “There is no need
for panic, but there is urgent need for action.” For two weeks
speakers of all parties and creeds manned the platforms: in
a fortnight’s campaign 13,809 men-and in the whole month
about 21,000-were
enlisted in Victoria.16
The campaign in Victoria was followed by similar efforts
in other States. In New South Wales a campaign, commencing on August Ioth, produced disappointing results, and
a second was therefore organised for October, during which
time the State Parliament adjourned. These special efforts,
though their results did not approach those of Victoria,
evoked heavy recruiting, as is shown by the following figures:
April.

..
N.S.W.
Vic.
..

Q’land

S. Aust.
W. Aust.
Tas.
..
Total

772
3,482

May.

1,069
5,654
1,201
1,735
360 1,062
689
208
227
317

June.

July.

1,267 2,197
5,279 8,961
3,381 2i,698
1,394 1,453
806 1,485
781
378

Aug.

3,013
12,991
3,983
2,705
1,903
1,119

Sept.

Oct.

3,569 2,417
6,911 3,797
2,331 1,531
1,651 1,020
1,385 785
724
364

Nor.

2,017
5,880
1,429
607

961

336

-------6,250 10,526 12,505 36,575
----____--

25,714 16,571 9,914 11,230

Thus, as a result of the first enthusiastic orgaiiised
campaigns, the Australian training camps were filled to overflowing, the numbers being ample to provide the ordinary
monthly reinforcements, the artillery and other specialist units
now forming for the 2nd Division, the new (8th) infantry
brigade, and the large double contingent of reinforcements
(further increased to 11,279 each month) in October and
November. All were promptly sent forward and arrived in
Egypt close upon each other’s heels about the end of the year.
The monthly average of the numbers in the camps in Australia,
which had risen from 16,424 in June to 73,963 in October, was
by this clearaiice reduced again in November to about 50,000.
IB By za July, 1915, Victoria, from having been at the bottom of the list of
recruiting-averages, was at its head. The percentage of males between 18 and 45
who had by that date been enlisted in the several States wasV Ictoria
..
..
..
992
South Australia
..
..
..
.
9.56
Western Australia
..
..
..
.
8.66
Tasmania
..
..
..
..
7.71
Queensland
..
..
.
7.5a
New South Wales
6.60

...

..

..

..

..

..

..

.
..
.
..
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By that month, however-although false hopes had for
a week or more been raised by over-optimistic official reports
of the Loos and Champagne offensives-the news from the
front was darker than ever. Hamilton had been recalled from
the Dardanelles. Germany had driven in the Russian armies,
cleared a path to Constantinople, crushed and overrun Serbia,
and completely held up the great and costly offensive in
France. The awakening of the Australians to the truth had
rapidly developed, and at this stage the head of the
Government-the
upright and respected Labour leader,
Andrew Fisher-was appointed High Commissioner in London
in place of Sir George Reid, the Prime Ministership passing
(with fairly general approval) on October 27th to the intense
dynamic personality of William Morris Hughes. On October
5th General Birdwood, in view of the very heavy rate of
casualties in Gallipoli, asked that the scale of reinforcements
from Australia and New Zealand should be increased, and
that in the case of the infantry, light horse, engineers, and
part of the artillery the drafts sent monthly to reinforce each
battalion, regiment, or company should be equal to twenty
per cent-one fifth-of the whole strength of each unit.la
The adoption of this specially high scale for Gallipoli reinforcements, which was of course agreed to, would involve
an increase of the normal monthly draft-at that time about
ot30-5,
9,331. Mutterings had already been heard of
the possible need for conscription-a measlire which now
seenied imminent in England, and which was, some believed,
inevitable in Australia. The subject had been mooted in
the Senate on August 2 0 t h ; ~ and
~ Sir William Irvine had
pronounced in favour of compulsion. It is true that Andrew
Fisher had, on September zgth, informed a deputation of
his irrevocable opposition, and that three nionths later he
told the press in Paris-

. .

There are no political parties in Australia now. .
The
Labour Party has never taken up any stand different from the rest
of the country. There has never been any question of conscription. . . .
IoIn the artrllery this high rate was to apply to gunners only. That for medical
units was to he increased to 7 per cent.; for other services the rate remained a i
and I per cent.
17 On the motion of Senator Bakhap.
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This, at the moment, represented the true position.
Nevertheless, when Hughes became Prime Minister, there
existed a wide recognition o f the need for Australia’s full
effort-which would, of course, necessarily involve putting
the system of voluntary recruiting to its extreme test.
A
month after Hughes assumed the Prime Ministership. the
returns from the War Census were practically finalised by the
Commonwealth Bureau of Statistics, and figures were thus
provided by which he could estimate Australia’s probable
capacity for effort.
The country was then maintaining at
the front or on the way thither an effective force of about
60,000 men.
To provide and support this force there had
thus far been enrolled 166,000, of whom nearly 100,0oo had
already been sent oversea. The interim returns of the census
now showed that, of men between the ages of 18 and 60,
there were-according to the statistician’s classification, but
not, of course, that of the medical authorities-618,ooo still
eligible for enlistment.
Of these, 244,000 were single and
361,000 married.
On November 25th, immediately after the publication of
these returns, the Government made the unexpected, but, on
the whole, welcome announcement that, “ after very careful
consideration of the present outlook,” it had offered to send
to the front, in addition to the monthly quota of “9,500”
reinforcements, a new force of 50,000 men.18 Although no
detailed explanation was given, the offer really implied that
the Government had formed the opinion that Australia was
capable of maintaining at the front an effective force. of
1 1 0 , 0 0 0 . ~Inasmuch,
~
however, as the departure of the 2nd
Division’s artillery had practically drained Australia of guns
and artillery instructors, no artillery could be included in the
offer. Moreover high commanders and staffs were no longer
locally obtainable.
But, in order that the new force might
be readily organised on arrival oversea into three additional
divisions identified with Australia, the offer was made in the
form of nine infantry brigades, each with its signal section
~~

_ _ _ ~ _ _ _ ~ -

“ T h e reinforcements to keep up this 50,ooo were also specifically promised
in a subsequent telegram of Nov. 26.
The equivalent of nearly six infantry divisions. The force eventually main.
tained-although
the forecast of recruiting was not fulfilled-was, roughly, five
infantry divisions and the greater part of two cavalry divisions.
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transport, field ambulance, and engineers. It was suggested
that, if this force were to be organised in three divisions, the
British authorities should utilise, as far as possible, Australian
commanders and staffs, who could be selected from the force
in Egypt. I t was added that no artillery could be provided,
and that, although the troops sent would be trained, no rifles
or machine-guns could be sent with
The present
offer, it was explained, would bring Australia’s total contribution by the following June “ t o something like 300,000
men.”
In framing these measures the intention of the Government
was that Australia should have at the front its full strength
in time to offer full assistance when the hour for a supreme
Allied effort arrived.
The Australian Cabinet appears to
have had no definite knowledge of the plans of the Allies,
but it was judged probable that they would be ready for a
supreme offensive by June, 1 9 1 6 . ~ ~It was the firm conviction of W. M. Hughes that the resources of the Allies
were overwhelming, if they were properly organised. The
present effort was an attempt to organise the strength of
Australia, and he accordingly proposed to make through the
post-office a personal appeal to every man in the eligible
groups between the ages of 18 and 4. Local recruiting
committees were formed, and a continuous recruiting campaign
by parliamentary and local committees was for the first time
launched throughout the Commonwealth.
It was the flood of reinforcements resulting from the
earlier State campaigns-hut not yet of those derived from
this new Australia-wide effort-which was flowing into Egypt
at the time when the divisions from -4nzac returned thither.
Those divisions were now grouped as follows. The 1st and
and were concentrating in the growing camp at Tel el Kebir,
where the units, which at first had to sleep under their
transport waggons or water-proof sheets, were now housed
“The whole available supply of these weapons was required for training troops
in the Australian camps.
The popular notion was that the winter of 1915-16 and the ensuing spring
would be the crucial time “ If the enemy is not more or less broken well before
this time next year,” said a leading Australian newspaper discussing this offer,
“ t h e outlook for the Allies will be a dreary one indeed.”
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in a spacious tented camp.
I n similar but rather greener
surroundings, at Moascar2a junction near Ismailia, the New
Zealand and Australian Division was assembling. The troops,
returning to within reach of the almost forgotten comforts and
pleasures of civilisation, and with overflowing arrears of pay
to their credit, were somewhat disappointed at finding themselves camped so far from Cairo. Every day two per cent.
of the men in each unit were given two days’ leave to Cairo.
The older troops were becoming accustomed to the inevitable
disappointments of warfare, but there occurred a certain
amount of breaking out of camp, and overstaying of leave was
fairly common.
The latter offence did not argue any very
criminal intent, most of the men being quite ready and willing
to pay for a slight extension of their holiday. Wise commanders for the most part recognised this fact. For example,
Lieutenant-Colonel Gellibrand, then commanding the 12th
Battalion, when some of these cases were brought before him,
used to surprise the truant by asking: I‘ Well-have you had
a good time? ” “Yes, sir.” “Did you enjoy yourself
thoroughly?” “Yes, sir.” ‘I Of course you don’t object to
paying for it?” I‘ No, sir.’’ There would follow a fine or
other punishment, which, though sometimes moderately
severe, was accepted in the spirit in which it was given.
On the other hand, British officers, unaccustomed to dealing
with the independent and well-hardened types which composed
a very large part of the Australian force, were incommoded
and even shocked by overcrowding and occasional rowdiness
in the trains and-though less frequently-in Cairo itself.
Such trouble was not confined to the men. It was also
noticeable that a few officers of a certain type, who had
fought their way to the front a t Anzac, now, as soon as
strong drink was again obtainable, tended to break down, and
had gradually to be eliminated. There was emerging, however, a particularly fine set of keen young regimental leaders,
such as 0. G. Howell-Price of the 3rd, and Scott and
Simpson2s of the 4th ;24 and these immediately and with fiery
Arabic for ‘‘ camp.”
(tempy. Lieut.-Col ) A. J. Simpson; 56th Bn. Articled law clerk: of
Hunter’s Hill, N.S.W.; b. Marwood, North Devon, Eng., 9 March, 1888.
Y Each of these officers was about this time acting in temporary command of
his battalion. Howell-Price was a6 yean, Scott 24, and Simpson 17.
.I Maj.
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energy plunged their “ rusty ’’ and depleted units into the
heavy tasks of training and reorganisation.
Godley, White,
and the corps staff, arriving in Cairo on January 3rd and
taking up their headquarters at Ismailia some days later, at
once sketched out a programme of progressive training. This
was to occupy three weeks-the length of time which, in the
absence of definite instructions, they assumed to be available
for recuperation. By the end of January the corps was to
be rendered complete in men, equipment, and training.
Certain reinforcements had already been received by some
Australian units at Lemnos; 5,000 more were now absorbed
from the Australian and New Zealand Training DCp8t at
Cairo,26as were three further instalments, comprising another
5,500, during the rest of the month. The New Zealand units
The three weeks’ training
also absorbed several thousand.
was perforce largely elementary, but it included night
operations, Godley insisting that these must be carried out at
least twice weekly, and that the men must be trained to move
and work with facility in the dark-a
wise precaution to
which many officers and men suhseqtlently looked back as their
first useful experience in night-guiding. At the same time
the Anzac units came, practically for the first time, within
range of the great system of training-schools, which was
already beginning to play a recognised part in the maintenance
of all British armies.
I n Egypt schools were organised by
the battalions and other units, by the brigades, by the
divisions, by the headquarters of the Mediterranean Force,
and by Maxwell’s Egyptian headquarters. These provided
short training courses not only for almost every sort of
specialist but also for young officers and N.C.O’s.’’
About
1,000 Australian officers and men were at this stage sent to
various courses at the Jmperial School of Instruction which
had been established by Maxwell at Zeitoun, and in which
(since a great proportion of the students had been coniing
for higher instruction from the Australian Training DCp6t)
about half of the instructors were now Australian.
= S e e Vol. 11. pp. 410-13.
Bombers (then called grenadiers) and machine-gunners were at this time
mostly trained in the courscs at battalion or brigade H.Q., the instructor-fficerr
and N.C.O’s-first receiving higher instruction at the machlne-gun school of the
M.E.F. at Ismailia. or at the Imperial School of Instruction at Zeltoun.
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Besides the tlirce inlantry divisions at Tel el Kebir and
Moascar, the 8th Brigade and the new field companies on
the Canal, and the mass of reinforcements-including
the
newly-arrived artillery for the 2nd Division at Cairo-there
were in Egypt two other important bodies of Australian
troops. At Alexandria there had been stationed during the
Gallipoli campaign the whole of the Australian horse-transport.
Each company of the “train,” or transport, comprised two
classes of men : the “ supply ” personnel-usually
clerkswho were specially trained in issuing and checking stores,
and the transport personnel-usually a fine type of up-country
Australian accustomed to horses-who looked after and drove
the animals and waggons. These two portions of the
transport had generally been separated from each other during
the Dardanelles campaign : most of the “ supply-sections ”
were sent to work a t the Anzac supply-dumps, while the
horse-transport, though also sent forward before the Landing
and again before the August offensive, had been returned
shortly afterwards without disembarking, there being no
employment for horse waggons at Anzac.
On the return
of the divisions from Gallipoli, the horse-transport of the
battalions had rejoined its various units; the train of the
2nd and N.Z. & A. Divisions, and the Reserve Park, or
emergency transport, of the 1st Division, were becoming fully
employed in carrying and distributing supplies for their own
and other divisions or for portions of the Cairo and
Alexandria garrisons. On the other hand the I‘ mounted ”
portion of the train of the 1st Division had in the middle
of November been detached by Maxwell to form the transport
of a composite force which had been hurriedly improvised
and despatched against the Senussi tribes, who were then
threatening to descend upon Alexandria and the rest of Egypt
from the Libyan Desert. This force, which included British
infantry, cavalry, and horse artillery, was also accompanied
by an improvised mounted regiment formed from three
squadrons of light horse reinforcements, and by a hastily
organised section of Australian signallers. I t was also joined
at later stages by part of the newly raised Rifle Brigade from
New Zealand, and by the South African Infantry Brigade.
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The deiert operations of this force, in which the bush-bred
drivers of the train played no unimportant part, are narrated
in Appendix N o . 1 . ~ 7
Another important section of the Anzac force in Fgypt
was that of the light horse and mounted rifles, which, though
they had served on foot with the divisions in Gallinoli, were
on their return diverted to special camps around Cairo. The
threat to Egypt from both borders had caused Maxwell to
look forward anxiously for the return both of these and of
the yeomanry from the Dardanelles.
The War Office had
theref ore already provisionally decided that the yeomanry
and the four dismounted Anzac brigades should at once be
re-mounted and re-formed into a cavalry force of two
divisions. This decision was known only to the higher staff:
but the 1st Light Horse Brigade, arriving on December 28th
after its long heavy service as infantry) and being ordered
to draw full mounted equipment and be ready to ride out
within forty-eight hours, was filled with delight at the recovery
of its beloved horses. Within three days the 3rd Regiment had
actually leit for the Wady Natrun, an oasis area some forty
miles north-west of Cairo. The rest of the brigade followed
a few days later. The other Anzac mounted brigades were
for the present retained in camps near Cairo, engaged in
refitting and training, the 4th Light Horse Brigade being still
split up and serving with the other units. At this juncture
a camel corps, destined to serve beside the light horse with
great distinction) was also being formed, mainly from
volunteers from the Australian divisions.
There were thus in Egypt the following Anzac forces:
( I ) The 1st and and Australian and the N.Z. & A.
Divisions, training at Tel el Kebir and hiloascar.
( 2 ) The 2nd and 3rd Light Horse and the N.Z.M.R.
Brigades near Cairo, and the 1st Light Horse
Brigade detached on the western frontier.
(3) The horse-transport-part
with the Anzac divisions, part at Cairo and Alexandria, and part
with the Western Frontier Force.
See also Vol. X I I , glates 573-4.
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(4) The newly-arrived 8th Australian Infantry
Brigade, and the 5th, 6th, and 7th Field Cotnpanies*e on the Suez Canal.
There was also
part of the then-arriving New Zealand Rifle
Brigade with the Western Frontier Force.
( 5 ) At General Spens’s “ Anzac Training DCp6t ” at
Cairo, 30,000 Australian and possibly 6,000
New Zealand reinforcements, together with the
artillery for the 2nd Division.
( 6 ) The personnel of the Australian Intermediate
Base under Colonel Sellheim, hospital staffs,
and men in hospitals and convalescent homes.
At this juncture there occurred several changes of the
highest importance.
The first was the arrival on January
11th-the day after the completion of the Helles evacuation
-of
a new commander-in-chief of the Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force, to which the divisions for the defence
of the Canal still belonged. This change was the result of
others, still more important, initiated by the British War
Council during the welcomed absence of Lord IGtchener at
the Dardanelles. The mission had barely begun before the
War Council-now reduced practically to Asquith, Balfour,
and Lloyd George-decided, without informing Kitchener, to
recall Sir John French, the British Commander-in-Chief in
France, whose position had been made untenable by the
failure of the Loos offensive. The command was offered
instead to Sir Douglas Haig of the First Army, who was
known to be a skilled, hard-fighting, and hard-working soldier.
There was in the British Army in France one other figure of
outstanding strength, Sir William Robertson, at one time
Comniandant of the Staff College at Caniberley, and a man
who, having originally enlisted in the ranks, had risen to be
Chief of the General Staff of the British Expeditionary
Force. T o him the War Council-probably expecting that
Kitchener would remain in the East and that Lloyd George
would take his place at home-intended to offer the position
of Chief of the Imperial General Staff in London. Kitchener,
=Then numbered 4th, Sth, and 6th. See Vol. I I , b. 806.
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upon his unexpected return, strongly urged Robertson to
accept; but the latter refused to do so except upon conditions
which would ensure that orders to the British commandersin-chief in the field and reports from them came directly to
and from himself and not Kitchener.
H e further stipulated
that, while the War Council (of which Kitchener was a
member) should determine high policy and select the leaders,
all expert advice concerning operations must come, not from
the Secretary of State, Kitchener, but from the General Staff
through its chief.
After a long discussion, and a tussle of
strong wills, Kitchener agreed, and Robertson was brought
to London. To make way for him Sir Archibald Murray,2g
who since September had been directing with increasing
success the work of thc General Staff,3o must be transferred
to some other position. A suitable vacancy existed through
the transfer of Monro from the command of the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force to the First Army in France in
place of Haig. Although, however, Murray was being sent
to defend Egypt from the Turks-hitherto part of Maxwell’s
responsibility
Kitchener insisted, against Robertson’s
urgings, upon leaving Maxwell in control of all troops in
Egypt except the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, and in
charge of that country’s western frontier.
The commencement of Robertson’s control in London
and of Murray’s in Egypt had certain instant effects upon
the A.I.F., as well as upon the British forces.
Both men
were from the Western Front, and both were convinced that
only on that front could the struggle be in any way decisive.
Their policy was therefore that Britain should send to France
every division except the minimum required for safety elsewhere. The instructions given to Murray specifically laid
down that his troops in Egypt were not merely meant for
the defence of the Canal but as “ a general strategical reserve
for the whole Empire.”
Nevertheless it was considered to be within the bounds
of possibility that the Turks might concentrate a50,ooo men

-

P General Sir Archibald J. Murray, G.C.M.G., K C.B , C.V.O.. D.S.O., P.S.C.
G . 0 C. in Chief, E.E F., 1 9 1 6 / 1 7 ; Aldersbot. 1gi7/1g. Officer of British Regular

Army; b. Sutton, Surrey, Eng., 2 1 April, 1860.
JO Murray’s
influence was, however, undoubtedly limited by Kitchcner’s over.
powering weight with his colleagues and with the people.
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for an invasion of Egypt, and there were many signs of such
preparation. Upon Murray's arrival in Cairo, therefore, his
first attention was necessarily given to the problem of
defending the Canal. At that time the supervision of the
whole of the Canal garrison had been taken over from the
old Canal Defence Staff at Ismailia by General Godley and
the Anzac staff.
This measure was merely temporary,
designed to fill the time while the three Anzac divisions were
training and the other seven divisions from Gallipoli still
arriving or being re-equipped? The 31st Division, specially
sent from England, was then stationed on the Canal, The
transfer of the 14th and 46th Divisions from France to Egypt,
which had been ordered, was countermanded by the War
Office, part of the 46th, which was then arriving, being
immediately shipped back.
A force of heavy artillery was
being supplied from England. This was to include-in answer
to a request previously sent by Birdwood-the two batteries
of regular Australian artillerymen which had during the winter
been billeted at T a ~ n t o n . ~ ?Murray should thus, when all
had arrived, have eleven infantry and two cavalry33 divisions,
besides a weak division of Indian troops. Ultimately it turned
out that one of the mounted divisions was not, at this stage,
formed; that a large part of the heavy artillery, including
the Australian, was sent to France instead; that some of the
Territorials were lent to Maxwell; and that the last of the
Gallipoli divisions, though these troops poured into Alexandria
daily, did not reach Egypt till the end of February, by which
time some of the others were already leaving. Moreover all
of these required re-equipment, as did those from Anzac.
Nevertheless Murray would shortly be able t o dispose of a
very large force, for which four army corps staffs were
presently available, namely, those of the VIII, IS, and A.
& N.Z. Corps from Gallipoli, and a new staff-that of the

___~
~~

n T h e 13th. ~ 3 r d .and 54th Divisions were already in Egypt The Royal Naval
Division was to be retained for the present in the E g e a n Islands. The zgth, 4znd.
and 52nd Divisions. which had Just evacuated the find positlon on Gallipoli, were
arriving at Alexandria The 11th was leaving Lemnos for Egypt.
Thc people of Taunton. hearing that Australians were comlng thither during
the cold months, themselves offered to receive them in their houses. A firm
friendship appears to have sprung UP, and a number of Australian artillerymen
are snid to have eventually married Taunton girls.

' = S e e p. 15
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XV Corps-specially formed under General Home to take
charge of the Northern Sector of the Canal.
Murray found that, although the Canal Defence Scheme
had been drawn up, little actual progress had yet been made
with it. The Canal front had, since 1914, been divided into
three sectors, which were at that stage thus defended: the
Northern Sector (Port Said-Kantara) by the 31st Division,
specially sent from England ;
the Central (near Ismailia) by
\ hlEDlltRN4NEAN
the new 8th Australian Brigade
and certain Indian troops; the
Southern (Bitter Lakes-Suez)
by the 10th Indian Division.
The new defence-line in the
desert was still only being
surveyed, but the construction
of roads, railways, and watersupply system was already
being undertaken with native
labour.
The whole task was
still controlled by Colonel
Grant, Maxwell's Chief Engineer, assisted by Major-General H. V. Cox, formerly
the commander of the Indian brigade at Anzac, whom
Maxwell had appointed as Director of Works.
During this time, chiefly by means of Arab agents who
were constantly travelling across the Sinai D e ~ e r t , ~G.H.Q.
'
was keeping a close watch upon the Turks.
These were
known to have assembled some 13,000 men at their railhead
at Beersheba near the Palestine border.
From this point
both railway and road were being pushed forward, with die
apparent intention of crossing Sinai by the central route
which had been used by Djemal Pasha's force in the previous
year.36 Large gangs had been working on the road, which
had now reached Bir el Hassana in the mountains of Sinai,
a third of the way across the desert. There were stated to
~

It was realised that some of them were almost certainly receiving payment from
both sides

See Vol. I , p). 147-52.
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be 4,000 Turks at this place, and 9,000 at El Auja, seventy
miles farther
About January 19th several reports
indicated that greater activity
on the enemy’s part had begun.
According to these, five trainloads of troops were arriving
daily at Beersheba, and the
Turkish army was to begin
marching towards the Canal in
fifteen days. Although Murray
expected that the chief invasion, if it came, would be along
the northern route, he could
not ignore the danger.
The
5oHlfes
line of the Canal defences in
the desert, though roughly surveyed, could not be dug until
the divisions moved forward to occupy it. Murray was
naturally anxious for the work to begin; and, by his orders,
on January 23rd and 24th-a week before the expiration of
the twenty-one days allotted for training-the
A. & N.Z.
Army Corps, still under Godley, began to move to the Canal
Yet their training, though elementary, had been fairly
thorough.
Meanwhile those who had been detached to the
army schools remained to finish their courses, in which they
were showing the same outstanding keenness and ability to
learn which afterwards, in the training schools in France, came
to be the recognised mark of oversea troops.Sr
To take up the front line in the desert the 1st and 2nd
Australian Divisions were chosen, the N.Z. & A. being left
It was suspected, probably with
training at Moascar.
justification, that the reason for this choice was Murray’s
desire to remove the Australians as f a r as possible from
Cairo and to occupy their energy with hard work.
I n the
week following his arrival Murray had formed concerning
Australian troops strong opinions, which, though afterwards
obviously much modified, had a marked influence upon events.
Unlike the widely experienced Maxwell, Murray im-

‘d These estimates proved to he exaggerated
“ F o r example-in No. 6 course at the machine-gun school at Ismailia (the only
one of that date of which the detailed results have k e n p r e y e d ) 39 officers and
N.C.0.s took part. Of 8 New Zealanders, 5 were marked very good,” a:d all
did ::tra
work in their leisure time; of I a Austrahans, 6 were marked very
good, and ;,o did‘pxtra work; of 19 Eritish officers and NC.0’9, a were marked
very good, one an excellent officer, and 7 did extra work.
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pressed those Australians who came in touch with him as
being a British officer of that cold, scholarly, and somewhat
exclusive type with which the smart appearance of troops,
neatness of uniform, and punctilious ceremonial both on
parade and in the streets, weighed most heavily as signs of
their military worth. H e had seen some rough service in South
Africa, but he now came straight from the hushed corridors
of the War Office into surroundings which perceptibly shocked
him, and of which two days before his arrival, a British staff
officer had written :
It may be noted as typical o f the very undesirable state of affairs
now existing in Cairo. where crowds of idlers in military uniform
throng the streets from morning to night, that this evening-the final
night of the evacuation of Cape Helles-there was a dance held at
the hotel at which the C. in C. (Monro) and staff of the Mediterranean
Force were staying.

Although the 30,000 Australian reinforcements in Cairo
camps and the veterans on leave from their divisions were
not mainly responsible for the dancing, they certainly were
for the crowding; and the fact that they were often most
untidily belted and buttoned, and took no special heed of
passing officers or indeed of anything but their business or
pleasure of the moment; that minor brawls and unpleasant
incidents of which Maxwell himself spoke very strongly had
occurred; that men of any rank, if the desire took them,
freely entered the lounges of the two great hotels which
custom reserved for officers, drank in the same bars, and had
even caused an occasional “ scene ” under the gilded ceiling
which for a few days housed G.H.Q.-these conditions were,
to any man of Murray’s nature and upbringing, utterly
abhorrent.
The more serious offences in Cairo were by no
means all due to the troops of the A.I.F., but the Australian
commanders recognised that “ a small section ” was bringing
blame upon the whole force.
Leave was consequently cut
down ; Shepheard’s and the Grand Continental Hotels were
placed out of bounds except for officers. On January 20th
Murray issued a well justified appeal to all his troops, pointing
out that the time for the serious task of reorganising the
divisions was very short, and expressing his hope
that everyone will now be so employed in training himself for war
that the sight of large numbers of officers and men walking about the
streets and sitting about in hotels and cafes at all hours 01 the day
with apparently nothing to do will be a thing of the past.
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It was a t this juncture that the Australian divisions were
ordered to the Canal front.
The senior officers and staff
had already visited the positions to be occupied, and the
Anzac engineers had for some time been in charge of the
work which, as has already been explained, consisted of two
parts-the laying out of the defence lines (to be dug by the
troops), and the construction (mainly by native labour) of
roads, railways, and pipelines leading to those desert lines
from the several bridge-heads on the Canal. Of these
bridge-heads, or bases, there were ten in all, but only two
(Ferry Post and Serapeum) in the Anzac sector. At most
of them there were to be provided the following: on the
west bank, a siding for the existing railway; on the waterway,
one or more floating bridges which could be opened to let
ships pass ; and, on the eastern bank, a landing place, reservoir,
d6p6t of supplies, and also a road, a 2 ft. 6 in. railway, and
a pipe-line leading eastward to some point not far behind the
front lines, where all three would branch north and south,
the road and pipe-line heing continued by smaller roads and
pipes, and the railway by a light “ Decauville ” tramway.88
Murray had ordered that, although subordinate commanders were responsible for planning their defence line in
detail, they must follow the general line selected by General
Horne and Colonel Grant, and must adhere to the principles
laid down in a circular specially written by Grant. This set
forth the latest theories of defence, based on the experience of
the Western Front, and in particular ordered that trenches must
not be sited, as formerly, on a forward slope with the notion
of giving their garrison a commanding view and field of fire.
In siting fire trenches, the following must always be borne in
mind. . .
A short field of fire to the immediate front . . . is
sufficient to stop an assault.
. . Concealment froin enemy’s
artillery is of first importance.

.

.

“ A good field of fire” should not be sought for, as this
necessarily meant that the trenches could be seen by the
enemy and “ overwhelmed by accurate artillery fire.”
High ground falling
to the danger of artillery
in the Suez Canal zone
is at the rear edae of a

towards the enemy is to be a r i d e d , owing
fire
. . It will frequently be found that
the most suitable location for fire trenches
plateau.

.

“ A light railway in ready-made lengthi of rails and nleepers.
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The front was not to be continuous, but would be held in
posts, the essential for safety being that each post should be
able to support those on either side of it, and that openings
between should be covered by fire.
From the first it appeared to some thoughtful officers that
most of these principles-based on the power of the Germai:
artillery-though
all-important in France, were very much
over-stressed in Grant’s circular, since of all defensive
positions the Suez Canal line was one of the least likely to
be troubled with heavy artillery. The chance of more than
a very few big enemy guns being brought to Palestine and
then hauled across the Sinai Desert appeared remote.
Accordingly, in issuing to the A. & N.Z. Army Corps Grant’s
instructions, Brigadier-General White mitigated their eff ert
by adding a note:
In some cases it is necessary to forgo the advantages of a good
field of fire in order to avoid artillery bombardment. At the same
time it must be borne in mind that night attacks are most probable,
and the existence of dead ground in our front may enable the enemy
to mass unseen.

He himself personally determined the site of all the more
important positions in the Australian sector, aiming at a compromise between the two principles.
On arrival at Serapeum and Ferry Post respectively, the
leading units of the 1st and 2nd Divisions at once crossed
the Canal and moved out to the desert positions.
The
solitary outpost of the 8th Brigade on the sand ridge known
as Gebel Habeita was relieved next day, and returned to
Serapeum.
The roads, railways, and pipe-lines had at this
time progressed little beyond the bridge-head camps. The
front-line troops had consequently to reach their positions
by marching, and, though the distance was short, some
battalions did not reach their intended camp-site without
distress. On January 26th the 18th Battalion traversed a
severe stage irom the “staging campyyaeat Ferry Post to
“ Duntroon Plateau,” seven miles across the desert.
The
weather was wild, and, shortly before the end of the march,
The camp (situated near the bridge-head) at which battalions rested on their
way to or from the front.
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rain began to fall in torrents. The 18th, however, pitched
camp and by morning had recovered its freshness. In the
1st Division three days later the 5th Battalion had an even
more trying experience, marching in the heat from Serapeuni
to Gebel Habeita-seven miles over gravel flats, and then two
over foot-hills of drift-sand.
Nevertheless next day the
battalion traced its defence-line, and on the day following
began to dig. The various units camped in tents in the
hollows behind their works. Each day half or more of each
battalion went out to dig, while the rest were training in the
sand. Thus it is recorded that within a week the 5th Battalion
had excavated goo yards of trenches in two separate posts.
In revetting the trench walls it had used 33,000 sandbags, and
was then waiting for more. Within a fortnight the 5th, 6th,
grd, and 2nd Brigades (in that order, from left to right)
had created a chain of works along twenty miles of front,
the 2nd Division occupying the northern sector, eight
miles in extent, based on Ferry Post, and the 1st
Division the southern sector o f twelve miles, based on
Serape~m.'~
The formation of the defence line was thus very rapid.
Meanwhile the bridge-heads had developed into large camps
and busy centres of work, with native sailing craft constantly
unloading stone for the roads, batches of troops crossing the
new hridges or being hauled in the old ferry punts, which
were man-handled night and day by standing fatigiie parties
of thirty perspiring Australians.
Other parties unloaded
from boats barbed-wire, sandbags, hurdles for revetting the
trenches, and black pipes for the desert water-supply. Large
dBp6ts of stores accumulated at the bridge-head camp, whence
each day the small railway train-loaded and worked by the
Railway Supply Detachment from Sydney and a few
locomotive men who were easily found in the A.I.F.-carried
them to railhead, then only two and a half miles out. There
they were loaded on camels which, at this stage, carried also
WMost of the 7th Brigade was at Ferry Post bridge-head, but the 1st Brigade
had to be left at Tel el Kebir through shortage of water at Serapeum

,
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the whole of the water and food for the working troops.
The scene at railhead and the front is described in a diaryAfter the end of the road there winds across the hills the endless
writhing serpent of the pipe-line. .
. Endless strings of camels
come out and return under the guard of a solitary Australian or
perhaps two-riding alongside with rifle slung or perched on a Fame1
The water at present is carried from the end of the railway line in
kegs of iron on the camels' backs. Right out in front, just behind
the lines of model trenches. is a line of isolated little camps, each m
a desert valley generally out of sight of the next-although you can
see the next company's trenches and brown gridiron of barbed-wire
on the neighbouring desert hummocks to right and left. They look
like model trenches, lieat little redoubts, with dug-outs for their little
headquarters and telephone rooms all complete .
. and then the
sand storm-kkatiisirr-comes
along and fills it all UP with drift sand,
and it has to be dug out again.

.

.

" There,"
adds the same writer, "our men live, fairly
contented so long as there is any rumour of a Turk being
about, getting half-rations of water daily-just
enough to
exist upon." In truth this period was afterwards looked
back to by many as thc pleasantest time in the history of the
A.I.F., especially for the units at the bridge-heads and on
the Canal banks. The diary" of one of the men in a reserve
battalion says :

The place where we are now camped (Deversoir) is a nice little
spot about 5 0 yards from the water, and so we get plenty of swimming
and fishing. The work we do here is very easy, three hours drill a
day and patrol duty every other night.

Another diaristd2 at one of the bridge-heads, after noting that
the very heavy work on the ferry-fatigue had at first caused
complaints, writes of the daily interest of the passing shipping:
Big ocean liners, pleasure yachts, and torpedo destroyers suggestive
of power and deadliness in every line of their long black sinisterlooking hulls, pass before us like a panorama about every hour of
the day.

The Canal and its banks were daily thronged by hundreds
of Australian
Even for the troops it1 the desert,
life was rendered fairly pleasant by their great physical fitness
I am a different man (wrote one" to his mother) now I have lost
all superfluous flesh, and am as hard as nails and as brown as a welldone peanut.
" That

1916.

of L/Cpl. E.

J. Belford, 1st Bn., mortally wounded at Fleurbaix, I 8 june,

"Pte. D. B Harford (No. 3844: ~ 1 s tBn.).
b. Albany, W. Aust., 1887. Died of wounds, 31
Sce Vol. X I I . plate 169.
R e . F . E. E l h t (No 1606; 17th Bn ).
Alexandria, N.S W.. 1 3 Aug., 1896. Killed in

a

Miner; of Ravcnsthorpe,
March, 1917.

w. Aust.;

Carpenter; of Manly, N
action, a6 July, 1916.
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The distributions of food and other presents by the representatives of the Australian Comforts Fund added appreciably
to the happiness of all ranks.
For the troops in the front line there was just sufficient
evidence of the enemy force concentrated on the other side
of the desert to add the spice of interest to the routine.
Although the sand-hills eastward appeared void of life, and
the infantry patrols in front of the line-and even those of
the Bikaner Camel Corps which went farther out-might go
their daily round for a week without seeing a sign of either
Turks or Arabs, yet occasionally enemy patrols were sighted,
and at least once an important spy was caught after swimming
the
Other signs of the enemy wereFebruary 9th. Patrol of the 9th Battalion caught sight of two
mounted men and observed certain tracks *’ indicating that the enemy
is becoming watchful.”
February 13th. Another patrol of the 9th Battalion found the
track of naked feet coming from the desert “towards our line.” T h e
second toe in the right foot was missing.
T h e patrol followed the
track till dusk, and then returned.
Next day a patrol of the 2nd
Brigade took up the search, found where the man had slept the night
before, and traced the tracks towards the 3rd Brigade line, to find
that he had already come in and been captured. Meanwhile a patrol
had followed the tracks out into the desert for 15 iniles, where they
were lost on hard ground. Seven camels were grazing in a desert
valley, but no men were seen, and the patrol returned.
February 15th. One of the British aeroplanes which frequently
rec:,nnoitred Sinai dropped a message into the 18th Battalion’s lines
at hlt. I<embla”-“4 to 5 miles out, due E. of your camp, a patrol
of Arabs, about IO, seven camels counted, one Arab wounded.”
On the same day a patrol of the 6th Battalion saw 15 camels
grazing 15 miles to the front.

On the first appearance of enemy patrols, Captain WilderNeligan4(’ of the 9th Battalion, a restless adventurous spirit,
asked to be allowed to take out a patrol on camels and cut
them off. This, subject to certain precautions, was agreed
to.
Neligan went out with camels and mounted rifles, but
though, after leaving the latter, he pushed fifteen miles
“ O n Jan. 8 one of the chief enemy spies was caught by the 8th Brigade after
swimming, the Canal. On Feb. g an Arab was similarly arrested. H e said that
he had come across Sinai, but it was believed that he was outward-bound.
In
order to detect such attempts to cross the Canal, a camel with driver and escort
was sent every evcnina along its eastern hank, dragging a sort of harrow. which
swept a track in which the footprints of any one crossing would be easily observable
This was examined every morning by a patrol.
’ o s e a Yol. I , p. 357 For private reasons his surname had since been changed.
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eastward, and returned with the animals much distressed,
nothing was seen except some camels. Farther north also
Lieutenant Ma~Callum,4~
with a sergeant and some of the
Bikaner Camel Corps, went out ten miles, but could see
nothing of the enemy.’O
Fourteen miles east of the Australian position the
niountains of Sinai began to rise from the sand-hills; and
down them, through a winding valley, the Wady um Muksheib,
debouched the central road by which the Turks had come
the previous year. On February 21st the Anzac Corps was
warned that high up in this
at a point known as
MCD1TERRANEAt.J
SEA
Moiya Harab, thirty miles from
the 1st Division’s front, a
British aeroplane had sighted
200
enemy camel-men.
A
larger body had also been
reported behind Gebel Libni,
a mountain some seventy miles
farther back. The divisions
were therefore warned that
some form of raid or reconnaissance might be expected,
and Murray determined to
bring up the light horse, in
order that, if a raid were made by the Turks, the horsemen
might attempt to cut them
Two brigades-the and
and 3rd-were
accordingly ordered up from Cairo to a
position west of the Canal near Serapeum.
No raiding
force, however, appeared, the nearest approach to it being a
tribe of Arabs-ragged men, women, and children-who on
February 28th, with herds of goats and about 100 camels,
came wandering out of the foot-hills and across the front
of the defence lines. A weekly market was afterwards
“Maj. W. P. MacCallum, D.S.O., Y C. Brigade-Major. 5th Aust Inf. Bde.,
1917/18; A.A.M.C., A I . F . , 1940. Medical student, of Rose Bay, N.S.W.. b.
Darhnghurst, N S W , 3 April, 1895.
aThey were, however, themoelver seen by the sentries or patrols of the next
brigade, and appear to have been reported a i “an armed enemy party”-with
the
result that the 6th Brigade was ordered to man the trenches for the night and
to stand to arms at dawn.
“Murray at this stage inquired of Dirdnood what steps had been taken to form
the Anzac Mounted Division.
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arranged with these people, mainly in order to obtain news
of the enemy. Early in March, a British aeroplane having
heen lost while searching the Moiya Harab area, Captain
Neligan again obtained leave to go out with a patrol-this
time of Bikaner camel-men, with the support, up to a certain
distance, of some light horse.
He searched the Wady urn
Muksheib area as far as Moiya Harab, where he saw a few
camels and recent traces of goats. Returning on March 11th
he reported :60
It is quite certain that there have been no enemy patrols or other
movements of recent date over any of this area.

It appeared by now that any Turkish advance of importance would be made along the northern or coastal road,
where even in summer the wells would render possible the
passage of a limited force. From the time when, as Chief
of the Imperial General Staff in London, he had first studied
this problem, Murray had been convinced that the defence
of Egypt on the east could be best assured by pushing forward
along this road, and occupying at least the Katia district,
through which it debouched
RRANEAN SEA
towards the Canal. With that
district denied them, the Turks
-at any rate after the drying
of the other wells in early
summer-could not concentrate
any overwhelming force within
striking distance of the Canal.
His measures towards this end
had begun as soon as he reached
Egypt, and he intended that,
by the beginning of the hot
weat her-about April I 5th-the
Katia district should be occupied by a division of British
infantry and most of the Anzac
Mounted Division. If this were done, he felt confident that
he could hold the Canal securely with three other infantry
divisions and some attached mounted brigades, thus freeing
the rest of his force for the Western Front or other theatres.
m T h e aeroplane was not found by Neligan. It landed farther south, and pilot
and observer had walked back to the British lines.
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It was now becoming daily more probable that the huge
system of defences along the Canal would never be required,
although its completion had been even more laborious than
was originally intended. The reason for the added labour
was that, when the excavation had been proceeding for a
fortnight, Murray entirely reversed the policy which he had
previously adopted. Upon inspecting the desert trenches on
February 7th, he began with those of the 18th Battalion,
which, in strict compliance with the principles laid down in
Grant’s circular, had, before digging trenches on the summit
of a desert rise, concentrated its effort upon excavating a
fortified “ keep ” on the rear slope. As he proceeded down the
line, Murray became strongly critical of this policy, insisting
that the forward slope must be held. In consequence of the
difficulties of transport, he said, the Turks were unlikely to
bring up much heavy artillery, and the danger of siting
trenches on the forward slopes was thus slight in comparison
with the advantage of being able to see the enemy as he
approached. On his instructions orders were at once issued
by Godley that trenches
must have ample field of fire, at least 400 yards, and be sited to be
free from dead ground in front.

This order and the one with which Murray supported it
on February 14th were a complete contradiction of the
principles to which he had previously ordered subordinate
commanders to adhere. They repeated, in a much stronger
form, the warning note in White’s order of February 9th.
The complete replanning of the lines was avoided only by
adding to certain of the posts a curved bastion-trench, reaching
forward to the fore slope.
For ten days the lines were
almost daily visited by numerous generals and their staffs
discussing the changes, and occasioning much sardonic comment among the troops, who were fully conscious of the reason
for all this extra work.
Murray himself made two further
inspections, and eventually approved of the modifications.
By the end of February, in the forward area of the 2nd
Division alone, at least twenty miles of trenches had been
dug, in addition to certain second-line defences near the raiihead and a third line at the bridge-head and Canal bank.
In each division’s area the line of water-pipes, railway, and
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road had reached the intended railhead, five or six miles out
in the desert, and were now branching north and south I’
At the two railheads there had grown up extensive camps
and dBp8ts of rails, hurdles, and other stores. Before the
end of February the defence works had on three occasions
been partly smothered up by the action of strong winds; and
on hiarch and a desert sand-storm blowing for three days,
completely filled some parts of the line. But as the front
wall of the trenches, and in many places the rear also, hac!
been revetted with hurdles and sandbags,62 the drift-sanc!
was on each occasion shovelled out in fairly quick time.
But already on February 15th Murray had written to
Robertson :
It is clear that the security of Egypt against attack from the East
is not best assured by the construction of a great defensive position
in proximity to the Suez Canal.

He stressed his plan of pushing forward troops and
railway to Katia and possibly to El Arish. He now intended
to rely, not upon a permanent garrison occupying the trenchline, but on mobile columns which could strike the enemy a
day’s march east of the Canal.
H e accordingly instructed
his commanders to organise such columns in each of the three
sections.
The front line might henceforth be held only by
a slight force encamped in rear of it and occupying it by
means of sentries.
On March 9th G.H.Q. ordered that the
position of all desert works should be marked with stakes,
so that, if any of them should be abandoned and become filled
with sand, there would at least be these signposts remaining
to show their location.
Such was the end of the great plan put forward in
November by Murray himself as Chief of the Imperial General
Staff.
By this time a very different task was occupying
almost the whole attention of the leaders and troops of the
A.I.F.

From Serapeuni however, water still had to be carried entirely on camels;
first, because the contraction and expansion caused much bending in the pipeline, with consequent leaks: and, second, because until the end of March water
in the reservoir was not passed by the medical authorities as fit for human conrumption.
82 See Vol. X I I . plate 167.

